
Gives awesome flow to the farm. 
Richard & Christine Lansdaal 
Waikato ROG owners 8yrs

RIDE OVER GATE

Gateways a pain?
...problem solved!

Winner National Fieldays Innovation Award
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We run a South Waikato Dairy unit Milking 800 cows. There is alot of 
stock movement during the day and 1 key area we had problems with 
was the 14ft tanker track gate onto the main farm tracks. This gate 
would be open and shut 23 times a day on average. So to save time 
and effort staff would leave the gate open, the result being 1 mob 
(400 cows) would end up down the tanker track onto or near the road.

When we installed the new motorbike gate the problem was solved. 
Also saving lots of time and effort not having to get on and off the 
bike was great. The 14ft gate only has to be opened and shut 2x a 
day now for the tractor and wagon or the pk troughs. Since the gate 
installation the cows have not been on the tanker track once.

After having the gate for about a year we put a second gate into the 
main calf feeding paddock. The calf rearer was having trouble trying 
to beat the calves through the gate with the feeder. When the gate 
was installed the problem was solved.

We have had the gates in for over 6 years now and I would not do 
without them. The gates have easily paid for themselves with the time 
saving and the 40,000+ times between all staff over 6 years we did 
not have to get off & on the bike to open the gate.

Nick & Lisa MacDonald - Mac D Farms Ltd, South Waikato

...in those areas where gates onto 
the road or tanker track are crucial.  
Stock can’t push the ROG over or 
walk through it as, once down,  
it acts as a cattlestop.   
Just drive over and away from 
either direction.

CalviNG...
Easily separate cows and calves 
during spring. Tow mobile calf 
feeder or trailer into paddock. 

NZ Patent Pending # 597123

Winner National Fieldays Innovation Award

problem solved...

simply...
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ideal for...

CENtRE PivOt 
iRRiGatORS...
Great for difficult to control stock 
areas. Irrigator can travel over ROG.  

...aND MORE
Save time at frequently accessed 
gates. 

1 2 3

• Build up your gravel mounds or 
purchase our ROG RAmps.

• FRee stANdING mOuNtING KIt  
for portable use. Bolt this kit to 
posts and ROG.

No more wasted time 
opening and closing 
gates...

Having a Ride Over Gate gives awesome flow to the farm.  We loved 
our first one so much we bought another – one for the employees 
house, and one for between the tanker track and the main farm race. 

They can be used even if cows are on the race, and the cows won’t 
beat you through the gate.  We find it really useful when bringing up 
cows and calves as you just drive over the gate with the trailer and the 
gate quickly closes behind you leaving the cows on the race. You can 
just drive up to it, slow down a little and continue riding knowing that 
it will open and then close behind you.  It is as simple as riding straight 
through it. No stopping. 

Ours get used multiple times a day. 

Richard & Christine Lansdaal - Waikato ROG owners 8yrs ” 

“ cows won’t beat you through the gate...

GalvaNiSED:

RaMPS
FREE StaNDiNG 

MOUNtiNG Kit

Rust protection inside and out

THE

WRANGLER

FROM tHE MaKERS OF...



Every farm could be better 
with some help from ROG

Winner National Fieldays Innovation Award

email: info@thewrangler.co.nz 
website: www.thewrangler.co.nz

FREEPHONE: 0800 466 837
Phone +64 7 304 6200

THE WRANGLER LIMITED 
R.D. 2, Whakatane 3192, New Zealand.

email: info@thewrangler.co.nz 
website: www.thewrangler.co.nz
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With the ROG we know 
the gate’s always shut.  

Greg Malcolm, 
Eastern Bay of Plenty
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